
Figure: Quantile maps of temperature changes between 
1989 and 2099 in two different CESM ensembles. Temp 
change is shown as function of day of year and probability.

Impact
Results shed light on how temperature distributions are 
changing within large climate model ensembles, 
including spatiotemporal patterns. 

Future climate emulations using quantile regressions 
on large ensembles

Objective
We present a comprehensive statistical method to 
compare climate projections from large ensembles 
that is well-suited for examining changes in the tails 

Approach
We present a quantile mapping/regression method to 
compare daily temperature distributions from two 
different CESM ensembles  and observations.

The resulting quantile maps illuminate substantial 
differences between the climate model ensembles, 
including differences in warming in the Pacific 
Northwest that are particularly large in the lower 
quantiles during winter 
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Figure 3. Example of quantile estimates fit to ensemble data, using daily mean temperatures in the years 1920 and 2099, at a grid cell
containing Seattle, from LENS (red) and SFK15 (black). Solid lines are median quantile fits as a function of day of the year. Dots are
ensemble output; for clarity we show only 3 % of all data, sampled randomly.

Figure 4. Quantile maps of temperature changes between 1989 and 2099 for multiple cities extracted from the SFK15 ensemble on the first
and third rows and the LENS ensemble on the second and fourth rows. Temperature change is shown as a function of seasonality (days of
the year) and non-exceedance probability of the temperature estimate. Note that z axes are consistent for each location but differ between
locations.
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